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Abstract: This work explores an alternative approach to the problem of collision detection
using images to represent complex enviroments and buildings derived from laser scan, creating
several 2.5+D maps that together represent a 3D view of the world.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Problem and motivation

Collision detection is normally a bottleneck in
the visualization and interaction process, as col-
lisions need to be checked at each frame. Tra-
ditionally, the more complicated and crowded
is our scene, the more calculations need to be
done, bringing our frame-rate down. There-
fore the optimization of this process, gaining
speed without losing quality in the simulation,
is something that has been researched for years.

Different techniques and approaches such as
bounding volumes, distance fields, and other
auxiliary data structures that group object fea-
tures together to diminish the number of useless
testings have been developed, and showed good
performance.

Invariantly, in more complex or crowded
scenes, or on a situation where one does not
have enough processing power available, one
quickly reaches a performance bottleneck while
trying to keep the realism of the simulation.
Also, in scenarios that use a different object
representation such as a point cloud, we can’t
rely on object topology information. The clas-
sical approaches either won’t work, or will have
to heavily adapt to this specific scenario, tay-
loring its optimizations to a point cloud repre-
sentation.

Using images as an alternative way of ex-
ecuting the task of collision detection might

just be the answer. Image-based techniques
can have their precision easily controlled by the
resolution of the used images, and the algo-
rithms are completely independent of the ob-
ject’s topology. It doesn’t matter whether we
have a pointy object, a round one, or even a
point cloud, as all we’re dealing with is the ob-
ject’s image representation. Being a scalable
and promissing technique, Image-based colli-
sion detection seems to be a plausible alterna-
tive to the classical approaches.

Our approach focuses in a virtual reality nav-
igation scenario, where we’re representing data
coming from the real world via devices such as
laser scans, which present us with enourmous
point clouds. Also, the hardware available on
our hands might not fit the basic requirements
for most algorithms and techniques, a situa-
tion that commonly will happen in tourism
hotspots, museums, or other places where we
want ordinary people to interact with the sys-
tem.

The main contribution of our research is a
new 3D world representation for enviroment
and buildings completely image-based with use-
ful information for collision-detection queries.
Slicing the structure along the Z axis (Figure 1)
, we create a discrete set of images containing
height information about the surface, and pos-
sible collidable frontiers. It’s a flexible format,
that is able to represent either point clouds or
polygonal models. This representation allow us
to perform collision detection with user chosen
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precision, and high scalability.

2 Related Work

The problem of collision detection is present in
varied areas of research and applications, each
of them having different concerns and desired
results. This necessity has given birth to several
techniques that try to deliver these results using
varied approaches.

The goal of collision avoidance is to predict
an upcoming collision, and use this informa-
tion to prevent it from happening. It is used
mostly in artificial intelligence to control intel-
ligent agents or robots.

The BOIDS framework [24] uses simple cir-
cular spheres are used to detect obstacles in
the vicinity. On Ondrej et. al [23] work, a
more complex technique is presented that sim-
ulates the human vision to detect obstacles on
the agent’s path. Loscos et. al [20] represent
the environment as patches to where the agent
can or cannot go according to it’s occupation.

Feature based algorithms use the vertices,
edges and faces (so called features) of the ob-
ject’s boundary to perform geometric compu-
tations to determine if a pair of polyhedra in-
tersect and possibly calculate the distance be-
tween them. Famous examples are the Lin-
Canny algorithm[19] and it’s more recent re-
lated algorithm, V-Clip[21], that keeps track of
the closest features between two objects, deriv-
ing both the separation distance, and the ver-
tices that have possibly already penetrated the
other object.

By far the most popular class of collision de-
tection algorithms, BVHs work by dividing the
objects in smalller primitives contained by it,
until a certain leaf criteria is achieved (top-
down approach) or starting on the smallest
primitives possible, grouping up until a single
volume is achieved (bottom-up). Each prim-
itive is enveloped by a particular bounding
volume shape such as Spheres [15], Oriented
Bounding Boxes (OBB) [12] , or Axis Aligned
Bounding boxes (AABB) [18] [11] [28], each
of them having their advantages over the oth-
ers; Spheres are easier to fit, OBBs have faster

pruning capabilities, and AABBs are quicker
to update, therefore being very popular in de-
formable body simulation.

When checking for collisions between two ob-
jects, the hierarchy is traversed top-down, test-
ing only elements which have parents that have
collided with another BV, avoiding useless cal-
culations. Different tree traversing and creation
techniques [18] [12] have been developed to op-
timize these expensive operations, taking into
accound each specific kind of application.

Stochastic algorithms that try to give a faster
but less exact answer have been developed, giv-
ing the developer the option to ”buy” exact-
ness in collisions with computing power. The
technique based on Randomly selected Primi-
tives, selects random pairs of features that are
probable to collide, and calculates the distance
between them. The local minima is kept for
the next step and calculations are once again
made. The exact collision pairs are derived
with Lin-Canny [19] feature based algorithm.
With a similar idea, Kimmerle et. al [25]
have applied BVH’s with lazy hierarchy up-
dates and stochastic techniques to defformable
objects and cloth, where not every bounding
box is verified for collision, but it has a certain
probability.

Image-based algorithms commonly work
with the projection of the objects, opposed to
the previous techniques that work in object
space. RECODE [6] and several other works
[17] [22], [5] take advantage of the stencil buffer
and perform collision detection on it by using
objects coordinates as masks, and thus detect-
ing possible penetrations.

CULLIDE [13] uses occlusion queries only to
detect potentially colliding objects, and then
triangle intersubsection is made on the CPU.
They render the bounding volumes of the ob-
jects in normal and reverse list storage order,
and remove the objects that are fully visible in
both passes, meaning they are not involved in
any collision.

Heidelberger et. al [14] uses simple AABB’s
as bounding volumes for the objects in the
scene. Potentially colliding objects are de-
tected, and a LDI (Layered Depth Image [26])
of the intersubsection volume between the two
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Table 1: Coarse granularity in the compromise between precision and efficiency.

Advantages Disadvantages
Feature based Simple implementation, precise Not Scalable
BVH Popular implementation, rela-

tively scalable, reliable
Compromise between precision
and efficiency hard to obtain, re-
quires input data to be properly
segmented

Stochastic Fast and adaptable Not completely reliable, shares
all of BVH’S issues.

Image-based Scalable and precise, topology
independent, works with un-
structured polygon soups

Requires specific graphic card ca-
pabilities

objects is created. That is, a volumetric rep-
resentation of an object across a chosen axis.
At each rendering step, as a polygon is pro-
jected into the LDI, the size of the intersubsec-
tion volume is computed. Faure et. al [10] [3]
adresses not only collision detection, but also
it’s response by using this same principle.

Regarding collision detection on point
clouds, algorithms using feature based tech-
niques, bounding volumes, and spatial subdi-
vision have been developed. Similar to the
idea presented in SWIFT [8], Klein and Zach-
mann [16] create bounding volumes on groups
of points so collision detection can be normally
applied. Figueiredo et. al [11] uses spatial sub-
division to group points in the same voxel, and
BVHs to perform collision detection.

In Table 1 we have a quick comparison of
the refered techniques, where we can see that
image-based algorithms are the ones more fit-
ted to our scenario. For further information on
collision detection and avoidance techniques we
suggest the following surveys: [4] [9] [27].

3 Implementation

Image-based algorithms that have been pre-
sented in the community ([13] [6] [17] [7] [3]
[10]) perform very well in various kinds of sce-
narios, but some features of our set scenario
(described on section 1.1) make them hard or
impossible to be applied (e.g. our data is un-
structured, not all objects are closed or convex).

Our work extends the idea of a 2.5D map pre-

Figure 1: Slices creation process, and camera
variables

sented on the work of Loscos et. al [20] com-
bining it to a a height-map, where the pixel
color not only represents the height on that
point, but also contains obstacle information,
while overcoming the limitations of only sup-
porting single floor environments. Instead of
having just one height map, we create a series
of special maps along intervals sized sigma on
the z axis, thus enabling the storage of more
than a single z value for each (x, y) pair. Us-
ing the color of each pixel as a representation
of a voxel, we write height information on the
red channel, and identify obstacles on the blue
channel. By adding these variables, we can de-
termine not only the height where the avatar
should be standing, but also if he is collinding
with any obstacle in several different heights.
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Figure 2: Pipeline of operations executed on the preprocessing stage in order to create the slices
representation

3.1 Slices creation

The creation of this representation is executed
in a pre-processing stage, divided in several
steps (Figure 2) that must be performed from
the input of the model until the actual render-
ing to create the snapshots that will be the used
as collision maps.

Algorithm 3.1 Slices creation

for z = z0 → z = zmax do
zcam ← z0 + σ
nearcam ← 0
farcam ← σ
leftcam ← max(zmax, xmax)
rightcam ← min(zmin, xmin)
bottomcam ← max(zmax, xmax)
topcam ← min(zmin, xmin)
render and snapshot

end for

Algorithm 3.1 describes the last step of the
process: creating the slices. It sets up the
camera according to the previously calculated
bounding boxes of the input model on an or-
thogonal projection. After each rendering of
that projection, a snapshot sized σ is created
and saved onto the disk for further use.The
camera then is moved along the z axis, and the
process is repeated until the whole extension of
the model has been rendered onto images. A vi-
sual representation of the variables mentioned
and the slices made on an example model can

be seen on figure 1

3.2 Polygonal model oversam-
pling

Although we aim for a solution that accepts
both polygonal models and point clouds, it
is not possible to treat them as if they were
unique. We focused ourselves on an approach
that is easy to apply on point clouds, as they
can be considered a simpler representation of a
polygonal model.

We apply a simple oversampling operation
that operates on a triangle level transforming
a polygonal model into a perfect point cloud
with a user-choice level of precision. Figure 3
shows an average polygon count model that de-
scribes this situation exactly. After discarding
the polygons, we do not get a faithful repre-
sentation of the original shapes, but after pro-
ducing a point cloud through oversampling, the
shape is exactly as the polygonal representa-
tion.

For each triangle 4abc on the input model,
we check if the distance between any of its
points is smaller than threshold t, which rep-
resents the pixel size on the output image. If
one meets this criteria, we are sure that any
point inside this triangle is closer than t from
an edge, otherwise we will apply the oversam-
pling operation to it. Variables n1, n2 and n3
represent the number of points to be created
between two given points (x, y) in order to fit
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Figure 3: Polygonal model, vertexes only, and generated point cloud

the threshold and are given by dist(x,y)
t .

Starting on point a, we start to create points
along the edges ab and ac. Each pair of points
(abi, aci) created is then considered a new edge,
and ni points are created along it.

When one of the edges is completed, we
start creating points along bc. The oversam-
pled points created along this edge are inter-
polated with the points still being created on
the uncompleted edge ab or ac, thus filling the
surface of the triangle.

The whole process applied to the input model
creates a point cloud with precision defined by
t. This guarantees us to have enough points to
represent a closed surface without having un-
filled pixels on the output image.

3.3 Information processing and
encoding

Since all of our collision information will be
written on collision maps as colors, we must as-
sign each point on the point cloud a color repre-
senting its collision information. This will not
replace the original color of that point in ques-
tion. When writing these points on the output
image on Algorithm 3.1, each pixel will rep-
resent a voxel sized (t,t,σ) on object space. So
the painted color on that pixel will represent all
the points contained on that area. Algorithm
3.2 performs both the operation of height map
information encoding, and obstacle detection.

The first operation is executed as follows:
We calculate the difference between the cur-
rent point z coordinate and the models lower
bounding box zmin, and apply the modulo op-
erator with σ. This remainder r represents the
points z coordinate on an interval [0, σ].

Algorithm 3.2 Points coloring and obstacle
detection

for all points p in m do

s← floor(abs(z−zmin)
σ )

red← abs(z−zmin)modσ
σ

redold ← cube[xscreen][yscreen][s]

if abs(redold−red)
σ > σε then

cube[xscreen][yscreen][s]← 1
p.color(red, 1, 1)
if redold > red then
p.z ← p.z + (redold − red) ∗ σ + ε2

end if
else
cube[xscreen][yscreen][s]← red
p.color(red, 1, 0.1)

end if
end for

To be used as a color value it must belong on
the interval [0, 1], so we calculate r

σ , deriving
finally the red channel value. The simplified

formula is given by red← abs(z−zmin)modσ
σ

As navigation on a real-world scenario is nor-
mally performed horizontally on the xy plane,
we classify an obstacle as a surface that is close
to perpendicular to xy, parallel to zy. So our
obstacle collision technique simply estimates
how paralel to the z axis a certain surface is.
Figure 4 describes briefly this estimative oper-
ation executed on algorithm 3.2. Points lined
up vertically on the same pixel most likely to
belong to a vertical surface.

Using an auxiliary structure, the 3D array
cube[w][h][σ], after processing each point, we
keep its color value on the position of the ar-
ray representing the voxel on object space from
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Figure 4: Technique for surface orientation de-
tection. Red points belong to a vertical struc-
ture, grey points to the floor.

where it came from. If there is already a stored
value on this voxel, the difference between both
red values is calculated, and transformed into

an object-space distance abs(redold−red)
σ

If this difference is bigger than a certain small
percentage ε of the size σ of the slice, we assume
that the points are vertically aligned, belonging
to a vertical surface. These points are marked
on their blue channel with the value 1, and we
slightly increase it’s z coordinate in order to the
point not be occluded on rendering time.

Some of the output slices from the pre-
processing stage can be observed in Figure 5,
an office environment, where the floor has been
correctly assigned as green, and all the walls as
white or light blue.

3.4 Collision detection

The developed representation provides us with
enough information to perform quick collision
detection on the navigation scenario given on
subsection 1.1 where we consider point clouds
as a viable input. While the aspects concerning
the realism of the collision response have not
been explored, precision on simple rigid bodies
collision detection has been achieved.

We divide the task of collision detection into
two steps: a first step, that we call Broad phase,
where we verify the occurance of collisions be-
tween any objects in the scene, and a second
step called narrow phase, where we perform col-
lision response.

3.4.1 Broad phase and collision detec-
tion

This task consists on identifying possible colli-
sions between all objects on the scene. By rep-
resenting the avatar that will be navigating on
the environment by an Axis Aligned Bounding
Box (AABB), we first calculate its size in pixels

by calculating pixx ← sizex
t and pixz ← sizey

t ,
where threshold t was calculated as the pixel
size. This will be the number of pixels checked
for collision on each slice, around the center of
the pawn. If any checked pixel is not black, we
mark the object as colliding, and will be pro-
cessed in a narrow phase.

The only images we will need to load
into the memory at the same time in or-
der to perform collision detection are from
slice0 ← zpawnmin+zpawn−zmin

σ to slicen ←
zpawnmax+zpawn−zmin

σ , the slices that contain
information about the area where the pawn cur-
rently is.

New needed slices are onto memory until a
user defined constant nslices is reached. New
slices beyond this point, replace an already
loaded slice that has the furthest z value from
the avatar’s own z value, meaning it is not
needed at this point of the execution.

3.4.2 Narrow phase and collision re-
sponse

Our collision response algorithm has as it’s only
objective to simply avoid objects from overlap-
ping, and provide with a basic navigation expe-
rience on the given environment. This can be
achieved with a simple extension to our broad-
phase algorithm, by applying the concepts of
collision response from height maps, and colli-
sion avoidance [20]. Instead of returning true
when we find pixels that are not black, we
gather information for collision response each
time we find colored pixels.

Pixels with the blue channel set to 1 always
represent an obstacle, except on applications
where we want to enable the avatar to climb
small obstacles, as the agents from Loscos et.al
[20]. On these situations, we may ignore these
pixels up until the height we want to be con-
sidered as climbable. As our avatar moves on
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Figure 5: Three slices of an office environment, where walls and floor are clearly distinguished,
aswell as a subsection of a roof on the entrance.

fixed length steps, and each time it collides, we
correct it to the place he was on the previous
check, that we always assume as a valid posi-
tion. We apply this (x, y) correction each time
an obstacle pixel is found until all the pixels
representing the avatar’s bounding box are ver-
ified.

Height is defined exactly as it is on height
maps. Multiplying the coded height informa-
tion on the red channel by σ and adding the z
base coordinate of the given slice, we have pre-
cise information about the given point’s height.
Collision response can be made by setting the
final height to the average height of the points
on the base of the bounding box, or by the
maximum value. Here also we check for surface
height values from the first slice until the height
we want to consider as climbable. The complex-
ity of this operation is exactly O(pixx∗pixy∗s),
but without adding any extra operation from
the broad phase checking.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Environment and settings

We have implemented the whole algorithm us-
ing OpenGL 2.1.2, C and the OpenGL Utility
Toolkit (GLUT) to deal with user input and
the base application loop managing. The plat-
form used for testings is a computer with a Intel
core 2 Duo CPU at 2 GHz with 2GB of RAM,
a NVIDIA GeForce 9400 adapter, running Mi-
crosoft Windows Seven x86.

Seven models have been used for testing, each
representing different scenarios and styles of
modeling. None of them were tailored in a spe-
cific way to our application, as most of them
were downloaded from free 3D models repos-
itoriums on the web [2] [1]. A more detailed
overview of them can be seen on Table 2

Tests have been done for each model using
two different image resolutions (700x700 and
350x350), performing obstacle detection (sig-
naled by a + on Figure 6) and one without it
(signaled by a - on Figures 6). This provides
us with enough information about the key vari-
ables that make the difference on the efficiency
of this stage. Resolution, obstacle detection,
and polygonal oversampling.

Figure 6 shows the time taken on the whole
preprocessing stage for each model and con-
figuration. Polygonal oversampling is clearly
the most heavy task on the pipeline, since the
two tested point clouds had the faster perfor-
mance. The increase on processing time with
point clouds is linear to point complexity. This
linear growth is expected since each point must
be checked for coloring once, and also for com-
mon input processing such as input file reading
and display list creation.

Regarding overall memory cost, we find that
memory scales according to the size of the point
cloud. Tests have shown that memory con-
sumption was ordered according to the size
of the produced point clouds. Table 3 shows
the results of oversampling, and the size of the
point clouds. The only extra memory needed
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Table 2: Features of the models used for evaluation

Model Type Complexity Details
Office Polygonal 17.353 pts Office environment with cubicles and

hallways
Church Polygonal 26.721 pts Simple church with stairs and columns
Sibenik Polygonal 47.658 pts Cathedral of St. James on Sibenik,

Croatia
Columns Polygonal 143.591 pts Big environment with localized com-

plexity.
Room 3D laser Scan 271.731 pts 3D Scan of a room with chairs, a table,

and other objects.
Street Polygonal 281.169 pts Outside street environment with an ir-

regular floor, houses, and several ob-
jects.

Entrance 3D laser Scan 580.062 pts Entrance of the Batalha monastery in
Portugal.

Figure 6: Graph picturing average time values in seconds for the pre-processing stage of each
model and configuration.

for our preprocessing stage is for allocating the
auxiliary 3D array for obstacle detection.

During the application runtime, memory
consumption varies according to the number of
loaded slices onto the RAM, but by controlling
nslices we can avoid this value from going over
the memory we wish the application to con-
sume. On a 700x700 resolution, the minimal
value found was 81,92MB and the maximum
143,36MB , while on 350x350 values were be-
tween 61,44MB and 122,88MB. The complexity
of the model has a much lighter impact here,
being only noticable on tasks that are unre-

lated to collision detection such as rendering
and shading.

Results also show that our algorithm did not
affect the rendering speed of the interactive ap-
plication at all, environments where the frame
rate was below the values considered minimum
for interaction would be on this situation with
any other collision detection algorithm applied
to it. This shows that our technique is clearly
not the bottleneck of the visualization cycle,
one of the main concerns presented on subsec-
tion 1.1.

Results on collision detection have been ver-
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Table 3: Polygonal oversampling results

Model Original 350x350 700x700
Office 17.353 pts 3.088.193 pts 9.349.585 pts
Church 26.721 pts 2.246.549 pts 6.475.125 pts
Sibenik 47.658 pts 1.838.167 5.199.093 pts
Columns 143.591 pts 1.448.383 pts 2.612.303 pts
Street 281.169 pts 3.606.225 pts 7.142.361 pts

ified through establishing a fixed route to nav-
igate with the pawn where it goes through dif-
ferent situations and scenarios. Tests on Cathe-
dral have showed us that reading from the disk
on runtime has a bigger impact on efficiency
than storing a higher number of images. When
reading a high resolution image from disk, we
notice a sudden drop on the frame-rate, and
this is well noticed when the pawn falls from
a higher structure. Increasing nslices to store
enough slices to represent the ground floor and
the platform on top of the steps, little to no dif-
ference was noticed on memory load, and the
interaction was a lot smoother. On a low res-
olution though, reading from disk on runtime
showed no impact on the performance.

Altough we did not aim for high precision
on collision response, our technique has pre-
sented precise results on different resolutions.
Floor collision has been performed perfectly in
all resolutions, as shown on Figure 7. Collisions
with obstacles are more affected by resolution,
since we rely on pixel finess to precisely know
the position of a given surface. Tests on of-
fice and street have showed the same errors of
small object interference or fake collisions due
to diffuse information about object boudaries.
These are more noticable on the interactions
with round objects on Street shown also on Fig-
ure 7, where we can notice the aliasing creat-
ing invisible square barriers around a perfectly
round object.

Table 4 compares our technique with the
work from Figueiredo et. al [11], which has
has been tested on one of our experimental
scenarios, the point cloud of the Entrance of
the Batalha Monastery, on a machine with a
slightly faster processing speed and RAM than
the one used for our walkthoughs.

Frame-rate was disturbed during the collision
detection process on the R-tree aproach, while
it remained steady at the 30 fps during the
whole execution of our application. Also, the
image-based technique has required much less
memory to be executed, even with a high num-
ber of slices loaded onto memory. The biggest
difference is in the pre-processing times. Our
approach was executed 107 times faster than
the BVH approach, and most importantly, this
pre-processing stage must only be performed
once for each configuration, since the represen-
tation is written to the hard disk and can be
used on further interactions.

As stated on section 2 the research on point
cloud collision detection is recent, and inexis-
tent regarding image-based techniques. Our pi-
oneer solution has presented excellent results,
not only performing better than other works
on point clouds published in the scientific com-
munity, but also being flexible enough to be ap-
plied on models from CAD, or combined with
precise collision response techniques. Without
adding any load to the visualization pipeline,
our technique is not only scalable with input
complexity, but also with hardware capabili-
ties. Image-based collision detection can be
performed with our representation on any com-
puter that can render the input model at an
acceptable frame-rate, without requiring any-
thing meaningful from the CPU or GPUs.
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Figure 7: Low resolution scenario: small round object interaction and floor collision.

Table 4: Comparison between point cloud techniques

Image-based BVH’s
Frame-rate 30 fps 16 to 30 fps
Total Memory 143.36 MB 225,44 MB
Pre-processing time 13.9 s 1500 s

5 Conclusion and Future
work

A new image-based environment representation
for collision detection has been presented, us-
ing 2.5+D slices of an environment or build-
ing across the z axis. These images contain at
each pixel, information about a certain voxel,
representing it’s contents with colors. Height
map information is stored on the red channel,
and obstacles are indicated on the blue chan-
nel. This allows us to have a Broad phase colli-
sion detection stage that is performed with high
efficiency and scalability, where the user can
choose the precision according to the comput-
ing power at hand by simply adjusting the res-
olution of the produced images. Point clouds
and polygonal models are ubiquitously pro-
cessed, making our approach the top alterna-
tive for fast interaction with massive laser scan
data.This work fills a gap in the area of col-
lision detection, exploring a scenario that has
been receiving more attention recently.

5.1 Future work

Implementing our broad-phase collision detec-
tion technique on the stencil buffer would

greatly speed up this operation, since less test-
ings would need to be made. Also, if we im-
plemented the point coloring algorithm using a
vertex shader, we wouldn’t have to perform the
heavy memory allocation we need on the pre-
processing stage, and also, calculations would
be moved to the GPU, taking away some charge
of the CPU.

Extending this representation to be used by
ordinary objects such as the statue of David,
or the Stanford Bunny, or even applying it to
the avatars we’re using on the interaction, could
present interesting results. Using non-uniform
resolution images on enviroments where we do
not have an uniform complexity, would also
help us achieve more precision on our narrow
phase, or on these presented situations.

Image comparison techniques can also be ap-
plied to the generated images in order to di-
minish the number of times we need to load a
slice, and also the number of collision detection
checks we must do.
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